
Tassimo T-Discs are hot! The true connoisseur of espresso and espresso drinks 
leans toward Tassimo because T-Discs produce the most authentic espresso 
extraction experience available in a single cup coffee maker. Combine this with the 
milk discs provided to make certain steamed milk drinks, and this single cup 
coffee maker provides a coffee shop experience at home.
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Instant milk disks allow for steamed milk on demand similar to that produced by
espresso machine steam wands, allowing for such steamed milk drinks as lattes, 
cappuccinos, and chai tea lattes.
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Controls water volume and temperature and brew length and strength as the 
Tassimo T-Disc coffee maker brews, ensuring that the machine functions optimally 
for each individual T-Disc and allowing perfect brewing of diverse beverages, 
including espresso with true frothy crema.
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Brews a single beverage at a time, minimizing clean up and maximizing efficiency; 
fresh beverages of a gourmet variety are the result of calibrated T-Discs containing 
the proper portion of ingredients and an efficient filter.
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